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Summary

• This is a summary for the software lockup issue found in the following platform:

− i.MX8/8X

− Linux 4.14.98_2.3.3

Issue description:

• Issue happens during the boot procedure, at the systemd stage.

• The symptom of the issue:

− From user perspective, the symptom varies, but mainly fall into several types: 

▪ At the console, there may be login prompt, but no response (only echo) when input user/password. Unable to 
login.

▪ Some user service in systemd failed to start. E.g. weston. 

− When checking the task status using sysrq (w/t), many tasks, including some kernel core tasks stays in 
“D” (uninterruptable sleep) state. E.g. agetty, login, chvt, etc.

• Kernel itself is still alive. This can be verified by triggering some drivers, such as plugin a USB 
device.

Issue can be reproduced on MEK through long time stress.
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Log analysis, stage 1

• Many tasks blocked at file system (ext4 

and other virtual FS also) or block 

subsystem.

• The block subsystem (kblockd) is blocked 

at:
blk_mq_run_work_fn

→ __mmc_claim_host()

• In this function, the MMC core will try to 

acquire a host lock:

spin_lock_irqsave(&host->lock, flags);

The deadlock happens here.

Workqueue: kblockd blk_mq_run_work_fn

Call trace:

[<ffff000008085fcc>] __switch_to+0x9c/0xe0

[<ffff000008c45c68>] __schedule+0x208/0x7a0

[<ffff000008c46238>] schedule+0x38/0xa0

[<ffff000008939158>] __mmc_claim_host+0xe0/0x2b0

[<ffff000008939358>] mmc_get_card+0x30/0x40

[<ffff00000894e47c>] mmc_mq_queue_rq+0x204/0x260

[<ffff00000847295c>] blk_mq_dispatch_rq_list+0x31c/0x3a0

[<ffff000008476f94>] blk_mq_sched_dispatch_requests+0x1ac/0x228

[<ffff000008470a08>] __blk_mq_run_hw_queue+0x160/0x240

[<ffff000008470b48>] blk_mq_run_work_fn+0x60/0x70

[<ffff0000080f01b8>] process_one_work+0x240/0x410

[<ffff0000080f0a10>] rescuer_thread+0x210/0x368

[<ffff0000080f7504>] kthread+0x12c/0x130

[<ffff000008085190>] ret_from_fork+0x10/0x18

workqueue kblockd: flags=0x18

pwq 1: cpus=0 node=0 flags=0x0 nice=-20 active=4/256

in-flight: 595(RESCUER):blk_mq_run_work_fn mmc_blk_mq_complete_work blk_mq_run_work_fn, 

4:blk_mq_run_work_fn

int __mmc_claim_host(struct mmc_host *host, struct mmc_ctx *ctx,

atomic_t *abort)

{

…

spin_lock_irqsave(&host->lock, flags);

while (1) {

set_current_state(TASK_UNINTERRUPTIBLE);

stop = abort ? atomic_read(abort) : 0;

if (stop || !host->claimed || mmc_ctx_matches(host, ctx, task))

break;

spin_unlock_irqrestore(&host->lock, flags);

schedule();

spin_lock_irqsave(&host->lock, flags);

}

set_current_state(TASK_RUNNING);

…

}
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Log analysis, stage 1, fix

• From the kblockd dump, both 
“blk_mq_run_work_fn” and 
“mmc_blk_mq_complete_work” belongs to the 
same workqueue.

• Due to a potential race condition, when two 
workers call into this queue, the task for 
releasing the lock (complete) never been 
called while the task waiting for the lock is in 
the same queue.

− Details can be found from author’s commit shown 
at right.

• Solution for this is simple: 

− create a separate queue for complete.

From a6fdab8d8f6c23de78bc425e9fd7d4eebb983630 Mon Sep 17 00:00:00 2001

From: Jason Liu jason.hui.liu@nxp.com

Date: Fri, 15 Jul 2022 11:33:59 +0800

Subject: [PATCH 1/1] mmc: block: handle complete_work on separate workqueue

The kblockd workqueue is created with the WQ_MEM_RECLAIM flag set. This generates 

a rescuer thread for that queue that will trigger when the CPU is under heavy load and 

collect the uncompleted work.

In the case of mmc, this creates the possibility of a deadlock whenthere are multiple 

partitions on the device as other blk-mq work isalso run on the same queue. For 

example:

- worker 0 claims the mmc host to work on partition 1

- worker 1 attempts to claim the host for partition 2 but has to wait  for worker 0 to 

finish

- worker 0 schedules complete_work to release the host

- rescuer thread is triggered after time-out and collects the dangling  work

- rescuer thread attempts to complete the work in order starting with  claim host

- the task to release host is now blocked by a task to claim it and  will never be called

The above results in multiple hung tasks that lead to failures tomount partitions.

Handling complete_work on a separate workqueue avoids this by keepingthe work 

completion tasks separate from the other blk-mq work. Thisallows the host to be 

released without getting blocked by other tasksattempting to claim the host.

mailto:jason.hui.liu@nxp.com
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Stage 2

• After solving the deadlock in MMC block subsystem:

− On MEK: The issue was gone (after 21 days’ of stress).

− On customer platform: The lockup still exists, with a different lock symptom and much 

lower probability. The task dump from sysrq also shows totally different lock pattern.

• We finally found the issue (a new issue) has connection with one of customer’s 

application. Issue can still be reproduced on MEK if running the same application.

− No issue found after reviewing application source code.
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Log analysis, stage 2

• All blocking tasks (D state) are blocked at:

fsnotify_wait_marks_destroyed

except one task:
fsnotify_mark_destroy_workfn

→ synchronize_srcu()

• Due to some reasons, the fsnotify deadly 

blocked when trying to enter critical section 

(SRCU).

kworker/u4:4    D    0  2312      2 0x00000200

Workqueue: events_unbound fsnotify_mark_destroy_workfn

Call trace:

[<ffff00000808642c>] __switch_to+0x94/0xd8

[<ffff000008c267e0>] __schedule+0x1f0/0x6c0

[<ffff000008c26ce8>] schedule+0x38/0xa0

[<ffff000008c2a74c>] schedule_timeout+0x1f4/0x360

[<ffff000008c27ae0>] wait_for_common+0xb8/0x170

[<ffff000008c27bac>] wait_for_completion+0x14/0x20

[<ffff000008139284>] __synchronize_srcu.part.8+0x6c/0x98

[<ffff000008139344>] synchronize_srcu+0x5c/0xd0

[<ffff00000827d048>] fsnotify_mark_destroy_workfn+0x70/0xe8

[<ffff0000080f4a34>] process_one_work+0x1d4/0x348

[<ffff0000080f4dec>] worker_thread+0x244/0x470

[<ffff0000080fb334>] kthread+0x12c/0x130

[<ffff0000080855e0>] ret_from_fork+0x10/0x18

journalctl D    0  2958      1 0x0000022d

Call trace:

[<ffff00000808642c>] __switch_to+0x94/0xd8

[<ffff000008c267e0>] __schedule+0x1f0/0x6c0

[<ffff000008c26ce8>] schedule+0x38/0xa0

[<ffff000008c2a74c>] schedule_timeout+0x1f4/0x360

[<ffff000008c27ae0>] wait_for_common+0xb8/0x170

[<ffff000008c27bac>] wait_for_completion+0x14/0x20

[<ffff0000080f39e0>] flush_work+0x130/0x240

[<ffff0000080f3bb4>] flush_delayed_work+0x3c/0x48

[<ffff00000827df28>] fsnotify_wait_marks_destroyed+0x18/0x20

[<ffff00000827cdbc>] fsnotify_destroy_group+0x5c/0xf0

[<ffff00000827ee58>] inotify_release+0x10/0x20

[<ffff000008232a10>] __fput+0x88/0x1d0

[<ffff000008232bb4>] ____fput+0xc/0x18

[<ffff0000080f953c>] task_work_run+0x9c/0xc0

[<ffff0000080da82c>] do_exit+0x2dc/0x9d8

[<ffff0000080daf90>] do_group_exit+0x38/0xa0

[<ffff0000080e78b0>] get_signal+0xf8/0x4a8

[<ffff000008089a70>] do_signal+0x138/0x1a18

[<ffff00000808bf98>] do_notify_resume+0xc8/0x108

…

static void fsnotify_mark_destroy_workfn(struct work_struct *work)

{

…

synchronize_srcu(&fsnotify_mark_srcu);

list_for_each_entry_safe(mark, next, &private_destroy_list, g_list) {

list_del_init(&mark->g_list);

fsnotify_final_mark_destroy(mark);

}

}
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Log analysis, stage 2, fix

• A commit in RCU tree was found when 
reviewing all changes in last L4.x release in 
kernel repository. Shown at right.

• Several similar reports from ubuntu community 
were also found. They have similar call stack 
and failure pattern.

https://bugs.launchpad.net/ubuntu/+source/systemd/+bug/1798212

The fix for this issue also pointed to the same commit.

• According the description of the commit:

− The issue is caused by the missing of protection 
over a member (srcu_data) inside “srcu_struct”.

− This may lead to some unpredicted bad result. 
The lockup in fsnotify is only one of the victim.

• This change has already been in L5.x kernel.

From 1a05c0cd2fee234a10362cc8f66057557cbb291f Mon Sep 17 00:00:00 2001

From: Dennis Krein Dennis.Krein@netapp.com

Date: Fri, 26 Oct 2018 07:38:24 -0700

Subject: srcu: Lock srcu_data structure in srcu_gp_start()

The srcu_gp_start() function is called with the srcu_struct structure's->lock held, but 

not with the srcu_data structure's ->lock.  This is problematic because this function 

accesses and updates the srcu_data structure's ->srcu_cblist, which is protected by 

that lock.  Failing to hold this lock can result in corruption of the SRCU callback 

lists,which in turn can result in arbitrarily bad results.

This commit therefore makes srcu_gp_start() acquire the srcu_datastructure's ->lock 

across the calls to rcu_segcblist_advance() andrcu_segcblist_accelerate(), thus 

preventing this corruption.

https://bugs.launchpad.net/ubuntu/+source/systemd/+bug/1798212
mailto:Dennis.Krein@netapp.com
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Getting…

• Linux kernel is open-source software. It does have bugs, even in some very 

basic/ground components.

− Some low-level bugs can only be exposed/triggered under very special situation/condition.

− Check the latest commit for a module in community repository, if you’re stuck on some 

issue with that.

• Application may have little chance to crash a system. But, it may possibly trigger 

some tiny bug in kernel and then subsequently crash or hang a system.

• SysRq is a great fellow, especially for crash/lockup/hang issues. Use it whenever 

needed.

• ASAN/KASAN is great for memory related debugging. Use it if you think your 

memory is polluted. We used KASAN while we suspect the SRCU abnormality was 

caused by memory corruption.




